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In-the-Spotlight: Some Call them Utility Knives.
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id you know that Hock Tools
carving, marking and violin
knives appeal to nonwoodworkers — regular people,
like me?

I happen to use a #VK025 — the Hock
Tools 1/4” Violin Knife — in my sewing
kit. I also use a #CK100 — the Hock
Tools small Carving Knife — in the kitchen.
So, yeah, Hock knives are handy utility knives.
Perhaps you already knew that because you slice tape and string, and
open boxes — and other little jobs I probably don’t want to know about —
using that handy blade on your bench. These types of knives are just useful — being the next best thing to tooth and claw, they are almost primal!
But, as you know, these
small blades were specifically designed for woodworking tasks and that’s
why woodworkers really
know what to do with them!
Take for instance the
#VK075 Donald Rogers put
a handle on. You just know
he uses this for a marking
knife and it has that look a

Side view of Donald Rogers' #VK075 - Violin Knife
with handle.

tool has when it is the type of tool that takes on nu- merous jobs.
Donald Rogers took his#VK075 - the Hock Tools ¾" Violin Knife -- and
put a beautiful handle on it. It fits his hand, looks sharp, and is sharp! And
this knife is extremely versatile.
And that's why, whether you call them utility blades, carving, marking
knives, or violin
knives!

Hock blades are
great tools in
your shop. And
they make
thoughtful gifts
from you to
your friends,
woodworkers and
regular people,
too!
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The Hock Tools 3/4” Violin Knife with handle.

It’s a matter of inspiration. Hock Tools Violin Knives,
beveled on both sides, right or left side only.
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